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Abstract. This article describes the peculiar psychology of popular reactions to the development and employment of technologies of military force.

Recently, the United States (US) Department of Defense announced the development of an "active denial system" to employ for many military activities that have become known as operations other than war. The system uses electromagnetic energy to disperse crowds (allegedly with little if any injury) -- a consequence that could be useful on humanitarian, peacekeeping, and police actions.

Opponents of the system view it more as a high-powered microwave antipersonnel weapon that needs more testing. Others view it analogous to the laser that at one time also was similarly touted as essentially noninjurious or leaving no permanent damage -- until some applications were discovered to induce blindness. Still others view it as yet another insidious development with indefensible moral and ethical standing.

Briefly reviewing popular reactions to several weapons in the last fifty or so years, one can conclude that there is no easily discernible correlation between the lethality and severity of weapons sequelae on the one hand and the associated moral and ethical outrage (or acceptance) on the other.

One example involves so-called "brainwashing" and variants of psychological warfare and psychological operations employed by representatives of the People's Republic of China during the Korean War. These were often described and explained by US mass media as the insidious products of godless Communism, the Devil's own handiwork, and as unnatural and unfair practices contrasted with the correct conventional warfare of the United Nations forces. Yet, the latter warfare certainly caused more physical and psychological casualties.

Another example involves the breaking of bones employed by Israelis during interrogation of actual and alleged terrorists and terrorist support cadre who might have additional information about impending terrorist operations or the means to implement them. The breaking of bones caused less physical and psychological casualties than the terrorist operations that had lethal consequences or even other Israeli military activities but led to more expressed outrage by the international mass media. And, of course, the proximal consequences of terrorist operations lead to more expressed outrage by the international mass media than those of conventional warfare.

Yet another example involved the international controversy over the neutron bomb. Even though the applications recommended by its creators and many of its supporters would have led to nonlethal injuries, the moral and ethical outrage dwarfed that against existing fusion- and fission-based nuclear warheads on intercontinental ballistic missiles and on strategic bombers. Some of this outrage even waxed on the rationale that neutron weapons left a terrain's physical infrastructure undisturbed, while conventional weapons and other nuclear weapons destroyed infrastructure as well as people!